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The European Union Prize for Literature (EUPL) recognises emerging fiction writers from the European Union and beyond. Engaging the 41 countries participating in the Creative Europe programme of the European Union, the Prize celebrates 41 outstanding new literary talents across a cycle of three years. Spotlighting the creativity and the immense and diverse wealth of Europe’s contemporary literature in the field of fiction, EUPL aims to encourage the circulation of literature within Europe and encourage greater interest in non-national literary works.

The 2022 edition is a special one for EUPL, introducing a change in the organisation of the Prize. For the first time, a seven-member European jury awarded one overall winner for this edition, accompanied by five special mentions.

We are pleased to announce this year’s winner:

• ივა ფეზუაშვილი (Iva Pezuashvili), ბუნკერი (A garbage chute), Publisher: ინტელექტი (Intelekti), for Georgia

We are pleased to announce this year’s five special mentions, in alphabetical order by country:

• Gaea Schoeters, Trofee (Trophy), Publisher: Uitgeverij Querido, for Belgium
• Sladana Nina Perković, U Jarku (In the ditch), Publisher: Imprimatur, for Bosnia and Herzegovina
• Tadhg Mac Dhonnagáin, Madame Lazare, Publisher: Barzaz, for Ireland
• Jacobo Bergareche, Los días perfectos (Perfect days), Publisher: Libros del Asteroide, for Spain
• Євгенія Кузнєцова (Eugenia Kuznetsova), Спитайте Мієчку (Ask Miyechka), Publisher: Видавництво Старого Лева (Old Lion Publishing House), for Ukraine

Fourteen countries participated in EUPL 2022: Austria, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Georgia, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Lithuania, North Macedonia, Norway, Romania, Slovakia, Spain, and Ukraine. The 14 national nominees were revealed on 28 February 2022, one for each participating country. The authors and their novels were nominated by national entities, knowledgeable about the literary scene in their countries and used to promoting their national literature abroad.

Since 2019, Ukraine has participated in EUPL. Prior to and during the Russian invasion of Ukraine, the EUPL consortium has worked with the Ukrainian Book Institute to include a Ukrainian nominee in the 2022 edition of the Prize. Both organisations – EIBF and FEP – stand in solidarity with Ukraine and, in
particular, with Ukrainian writers, translators, publishers, booksellers and librarians. Together with the book community across the world, the EUPL consortium condemns the Russian attacks and calls for the restoration of peace in Ukraine.

Mariya Gabriel, the European Commissioner for Innovation, Research, Culture, Education and Youth, and Sabine Verheyen MEP, Chair of the Committee on Culture and Education of the European Parliament, congratulated the nominated authors in a recorded message shown during the winner reveal.

Commissioner Gabriel said: “Whatever the result, I would like to congratulate the 14 authors for their work, and I would also like to pay tribute to the translators, who are essential to linguistic diversity in Europe, as it is only when a work reaches its audience that it comes to life. Your role is therefore crucial and that is why we wanted to strengthen our support for translation in the new Creative Europe programme. I also salute booksellers, promoters of literary diversity, and the link between book professionals and the public.”

“For the European Parliament, it is decisive that the Prize will continue to promote all languages equally, as multilingualism is crucial. Engaging in 41 countries participating in the Creative Europe program of the EU, the Prize celebrates 41 outstanding new literary talents. This will put the spotlight on the creativity and diverse wealth of Europe’s contemporary literature and encourage its spreading to foster intercultural dialogue,” said MEP Verheyen.

The EUPL is organised by a Consortium of associations comprising the Federation of European Publishers (FEP) and the European and International Booksellers Federation (EIBF), with the support of the European Commission.

Peter Kraus vom Cleff, President of FEP, said: “Knowing and understanding our fellow citizens, feeling empathy for our neighbours is the key to peace. This is the European project. This is also the objective of EUPL. I wish the best – in this case as many translations as possible – to the 14 nominees. The more these books circulated in Europe and beyond, the better for the cohesion of our society and our literary pleasure.”

Jean-Luc Treutenaere, co-President of EIBF, added: “The EUPL 2022 is a special edition. We have 14 outstanding nominees featured and, for the first time, we are recognizing five special mentions and one overall winner, all awarded by a European jury. I want to congratulate all nominees, the special mentions, and the EUPL 2022 winner for their great novels and their contribution to the European contemporary literary world. I cannot wait to meet our nominees and see their novels displayed in bookshops around Europe.”
- About the European Union Prize for Literature -

The European Union Prize for Literature (EUPL) is an annual initiative that recognises emerging fiction writers in Europe. It is co-financed by the Creative Europe programme of the European Union, a framework aiming at strengthening Europe’s cultural and creative sectors.

The aim of the Prize is to recognise outstanding new literary talents from all over Europe, promote the circulation and translation of literature amongst European countries, and highlight the continent’s creativity and diversity.

Across a cycle of three years, the EUPL includes 41 countries participating in the Creative Europe programme and recognises one nominee per country. The authors and their novels are nominated by national entities, knowledgeable about the literary scene in their countries and used to promoting their own literature abroad. In the second round, the European Jury, comprised of seven literary and book industry experts, awards one author per cycle, while also recognizing five special mentions. The authors whose works win these new categories will be awarded a financial prize, half of which will include a grant to support translations of their winning books.

The EUPL remains committed to celebrating diverse literature and cultures, which is especially important in these uncertain times. All EUPL 2022 nominated authors and their books will be extensively promoted at national and international events. An EUPL anthology, published every year, will also feature all nominees, along with the excerpts from their books in the original language and in an English or French translation.

Counting this edition, the European Union Prize for Literature will have recognised 163 authors through 13 editions (one being an anniversary edition that consisted of a writing contest open to the previously awarded authors). The first edition was held in 2009.

More information about the prize can be found at: www.euprizeliterature.eu